Soviet lawyer urges democratic reform

By SANDRA WIEGAND
News Writer

Reformation of the single-party system in the Soviet Union is more likely to be accomplished empirically than through legislation, said Leonid Volkov at a press conference Friday.

Volkov's lecture / page 3

Volkov is a Soviet lawyer and a member of an association called Democratic Perestroika, which he plans to represent as a candidate in the election of the Soviet Congress of People's Deputies in March. He is presently doing a lecture tour of universities in the United States.

Democratic Perestroika was one of the first entities to have open political discussion for the public, Volkov said. The association was formed in 1987 mainly by young scientific people: Volkov joined the same year.

Volkov, a Soviet lawyer and a member of the National
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Thinking at the gambling table is a big gamble

Las Vegas is widely recognized as the City That Never Sleeps. But after a recent gambling fracas there, I found a more suitable name: the Paradise of Idiots.

Las Vegas is the only place where the brain activity of a turnip can strike A rich night.

I knew something was terribly wrong with this city when I first felt the agony of defeat. While I was playing blackjack, a man joined the table and made his gambling wizardry apparent by asking the dealer, “So, the maximum in blackjack is 21, right?”

This man further impressed me with his techniques, such as adding up the total on his fingers following each deal. If it was less than 21, he invariably shouted, “Hit me!” As the game wore on, I saw that my original $20 investment had dwindled away while his profits kept increasing.

This night, my friends and I estimated our collective damage at $130 and decided to play it safe by watching TV. On Late Night, Omar Sharif, a high-stakes gambler, told David Letterman that he collected his winnings during a state of drunkenness. Sharif may be a gambling guru.

The next day, I made some sports bets and camped out at the TV lounges in various casinos. Being avid sports fans, we were mesmerized by the possibility of viewing more than 20 live competitions at the same time, ranging from dog races to kick boxing.

By coincidence, the Notre Dame basketball trip faced a lengthy Creighton Blue Jay squad, a perennial powerhouse in the tough Missouri Valley Conference. We received an inside tip that Creighton’s three-point specialist had injured his knee. We also knew that Irish star LaPhonso Ellis had returned to the starting lineup. With this information, we decided we needed to go to the Blue Jays dismantle the Irish in double figures.

Sieve Megargee

The Music Commission will have a meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the SUB Office for old and new members. Pizza and soft drinks will be served.

A Mass of St. Thomas will be celebrated in Miami Hall chapel at 5 p.m. today in commemoration of the feast of St. Thomas Aquinas. Father John Jenkins, a new adjunct professor of philosophy, will be the main celebrant and homilist. A Gregorian chant will be provided by the liturgical choir.

Sexual exploitation while dating will be discussed tonight in a workshop entitled, “When does a date go out of hand?” A workshop on Sexual Exploitation, 6:30 to 8 p.m. in the Foster Room of LaFortune is a commission responsibility Counseling Centers, the Foster Room of LaFortune.

The Spanish American Organization will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Siegfried Hall and elect a secretary-treasurer. A dinner for old and new members will be followed by business and a speaker.

Auditions for actresses for Cavendish Hall’s Production of “Up the Down Staircase” will be tonight and tomorrow at noon in the Cincinnati Recreation Center. Director is Sam Sulerz.

The Northern Ireland Awareness Group will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 110, Law School, to view “Off Our Knees,” the story of Bernadette Devlin and her struggle. A salmon dinner will be served by the Film Society.

Candidates for Student Body President and Vice President are required to attend a mandatory meeting at 6 p.m. tomorrow in Room 117, Law School, to view “The Troubles in Northern Ireland.”

East Germany’s Communist-led government and opposition forces agreed late Sunday to move the nation’s first free elections up to March 18 and to govern by coalition until then. The decisions were part of a “common responsibility to strengthen democracy in East Germany,” Communist Premier Hans Modrow said.

The South Bend Community School Corporation Adult Education is looking for volunteers to tutor adult basic Education and Adult Basic Language classes. These classroom hours may count as part of 100 pre-student teaching hours of field experience required for Saint Mary’s Institute to award a degree.

Need volunteers mornings, afternoon and evenings. Call Gary J. Leuen 232-5744 or 232-4173.

Off-Campus Students who still need campus phone books can pick them up at the administration office on the second floor of LaFortune Student Center.

The Social Concerns Commission of Student Government kicks off Volunteer Week with an 8 p.m. lecture/discussion in 217 Ilaggar. The lecture, by Delbert Haggart of the National Wildlife Federation, concerns Earth Day and other environmental issues.

Washington-Appalachia information night is at the CSC. These are spring semester break seminars, one theology credit. Washington seminar information is at 3 p.m., Appalachia at 7 p.m. Application available at CSC.

The Center for Basic Learning Skills needs volunteers to help tutor diterate adults in South Bend on Monday through Thursday mornings from 9:30 to 11:30. Anyone interested is welcome to attend an organizational meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at the Center for Social Concerns, or call Malt Cleary at 277-9485.

Journal of the College of Arts and Letters is accepting submissions until February 16. Please submit essays, artwork and Washington-Appalachia information right on time and to the CSC.

State and Letters is accepting submissions until February 16. Please submit essays, artwork and Washington-Appalachia information right on time and to the CSC.
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Volkov advocates multi-party opposition in U.S.S.R.

By HANNAH WU

Leonid Volkov, a Soviet lawyer and political analyst for the Soviet Academy of Sciences, advocates the creation of a new regularly functioning, non-party opposition and parliamentary system in the Soviet Union.

In a lecture titled "Forming a Political Opposition in the U.S.S.R.," Volkov said this kind of regularly functioning opposition is not based on ideological principles or total immunity of the people, but on creation of mechanism of principles, changing and adjusting to the needs of the people. "It is not simply opposition of protest and criticism," said Volkov, "but opposition capable of suggesting to the people different alternatives of empirically meaning policies, to give the people room for choices of different kinds of policies, and room to express different interests and understanding of their interests."

In his lecture, Volkov elaborated on a new dimension of opposition activities in the Soviet Union, which he related to the social democratic opposition, the only kind of opposition in the Soviet Union at the moment which has more realistic party-oriented goals and economic alternative programs," stated Volkov. "The most important problem of this alternative development now is not confronting powers and bureaucracy, though they remain as obstacles," said Volkov.

"The major problem is how to attract masses of people to the new dimension of democratic system."

People in the Soviet Union are somehow disappointed with Gorbachev's policies in light of destabilization of economic life, the very unusual political developmental, and national destabilization in the Soviet Union, said Volkov. Three kinds of strategies have developed as follows:

- Free market economy.
- Centralization of one economy.
- Preparation of market economy.

"Opposition has always been in existence in the Soviet Union," said Volkov, explaining the history of opposition development in the Soviet Union. "There were many opposition parties under the Stalin regime. Many people were tortured and killed, but opposition existed." After Stalin, "a peculiar kind of opposition was created, which was called disident opposition," said Volkov. "It was represented by very brave people, who protested against the repressive regimes and all the ideological stupidities." Many of these people were sent to jails and concentration camps.

"Unfortunately these kinds of opposition were not able to create new dimensions of Soviet system," said Volkov. Nevertheless, they were very important. The dissidents prepared new spiritual dimensions of the democratic movements, which took place after the beginning of Gorbachev's Perestroika.

In the first year of Perestroika, there appeared a new kind of opposition, which was a kind of intellectual establishment, said Volkov. It consisted many journalists, writers, and scientists, who expressed their opinions through some papers and magazines.

"New developments took place rapidly and unexpectedly," said Volkov. Several clubs came into being, one of which is the Democratic Perestroika, which Volkov is a member. Another is the Popular Fronts. "Democratic Perestroika suggested open discussions of problems of Soviet development, and open criticism of the Soviet system, according to Volkov. It provided the people with new alternatives of reconstruction and it was not suppressed and disturbed by the KGB agents," said Volkov.

"Popular Fronts were more massive and populist-oriented, which began in Baltic republics and spread to other regions of the Soviet Union. "It is difficult to believe that is now possible to gather 500 people, representatives of local Popular Fronts, in the huge newly-built palace in the center of Moscow."

The next period of development of democracy in the Soviet Union began with the elections to the Supreme Soviet Congress of People's Deputy. "The legislation was in no sense democratic," stated Volkov. "Nevertheless, it gave room for participation of local population."

People in the Soviet Union, particularly in the western part, appeared to be very enthusiastic about the possibilities of making choices by voting. And they demonstrated very rational attitudes, according to Volkov. Volkov called for intellectual and political support from the West. He stated the importance of raising money in Western countries. But he said that the money would be given in waste, because of a lack of channels for rational disposition.

Volkov's lecture was sponsored by the University's Program of Soviet and East Europe Studies, the Department of Government and International Studies, the Department of History, and the Department of German and Russian Languages and Literatures.
World Bank figures show Third World owes $1.3 trillion

WASHINGTON (AP) — People in countries that have gone deeply into debt enjoy higher living standards, according to World Bank figures. The bank calculated that Third World countries owe a total of $1.3 trillion. Some are in trouble with their creditors and have tried austerity measures to grow out of their difficulties. But they still seem to be in considerable.

In many ways, however, debt seems to have little effect on their progress.

Mexico, the largest Third World debtor after Brazil, has completed the biggest and most difficult arrangement up to now for reducing the burden of the $180 billion it owes. This was done under the strategy proposed last year by Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady.

Reduction in the actual debt is expected to be small because there also will be no new lending to Mexico. More important is a reduction expected in the $7 billion that has been flowing out of the country every year, mostly as interest and repayment of principal.

Compared with many Third World countries, Mexico is fairly well off, the World Bank found. In 1988 the average Mexican earned the equivalent of $1,820, compared with one for every 59 people in 25 years to 20 years ago. Over half of Mexican teenagers are in secondary school — three times as many as there were a quarter-century ago, even taking the growth of population into account. There is a doctor for every 1,242 people, while in the 1960s there was only one for every 2,078.

The bank gives approximate dates for some of the material in the 1989 edition of its "Social Indicators of Development," distributed to reporters this week. That is because some countries compile their figures more quickly than others, so that the latest statistics available come from different years, depending on the country.

The debtor countries started being better off, explained John O'Connor, head of the bank division that deals with the figures. Countries with large debts tend to be larger countries, with more population and resources. They had the assets that encouraged lenders to give them credit in the first place.

Volkov

continued from page 1

party, but stressed that formal recognition is not important initially, but free multi-party elections are, and legislation to back up the reform would probably follow.

Presently, he said, it is possible to create a new of party-like opposition.

As an example of the power of economic reform, Volkov cited the recent popularity of newspapers. The papers, often independent, are reporting, compared with few, relatively limited coverage in such poor quality standards of the defense industry. The cost and quality of the products of such industries would make fixing them irrational, he said.

Areas that Volkov would like to see developed include road construction, housing and information dispersion. A connection between production and consumption is necessary, he said.

He said that ties with foreign suppliers would be important, and that a move in that direction was being made in Azerbaijan, Georgia, the Ukraine, the Baltic republics, and such diverse countries as Malaysia and Poland.

But income isn't everything. More than nine out of 10 Mexicans over the age of 15 can read, compared with fewer than eight in the average country. Only 47 Mexican babies live in the first year, against an average 85 in the Third World. The average Mexican has 3,132 calories available a day, compared with 2,846 in similar countries.

Mexicans now have a car for every 16 people, compared with one for every 59 people 25 years to 20 years ago. Over half of Mexican teenagers are in secondary school — three times as many as there were a quarter-century ago, even taking the growth of population into account. There is a doctor for every 1,242 people, while in the 1960s there was only one for every 2,078.

The bank gives approximate dates for some of the material in the 1989 edition of its "Social Indicators of Development," distributed to reporters this week. That is because some countries compile their figures more quickly than others, so that the latest statistics available come from different years, depending on the country.

The debtor countries started being better off, explained John O'Connor, head of the bank division that deals with the figures. Countries with large debts tend to be larger countries, with more population and resources. They had the assets that encouraged lenders to give them credit in the first place.

"Social Indicators of Development," distributed to reporters this week. That is because some countries compile their figures more quickly than others, so that the latest statistics available come from different years, depending on the country.

The debtor countries started being better off, explained John O'Connor, head of the bank division that deals with the figures. Countries with large debts tend to be larger countries, with more population and resources. They had the assets that encouraged lenders to give them credit in the first place.

Candy is dandy,

Roses are neat,

But Observer ads

Are really sweet.

Let your sweetheart see your love expressed through Observer Valentine classifieds or display ads.

Classifieds will be accepted from 10am to 3pm every weekday. The Observer is located in room 314 LaFortune or call 239-7471 for further information.
Director of ND publications receives CASE award

Carl Magel, director of publications and graphic services at the University of Notre Dame, has received the distinguished service award of district five of the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).

Magel came to Notre Dame in 1973 as managing editor of Notre Dame Magazine and took on additional duties in the University's printing and publications area, culminating in his appointment in July 1977 to head a new department of printing and publications. He is responsible for all printed matter emanating from the University, with the exception of student and athletic department material and Notre Dame Press books. Magel holds an undergraduate and master's degree from Notre Dame and taught English in the South Bend Community School system before coming to the University.

The honor recognizes several leadership positions he has held in the Great Lakes District of CASE, a national professional organization for persons involved in institutional advancement for colleges and universities.

New party emerges in Poland

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Communists created a new social democratic party Sunday from the wreckage of their old party, officially burying the institution that ruled Poland for more than four decades. The new party, the Social Democracy of the Republic of Poland, was approved overwhelmingly on the second day of a fractious three-day congress.

Delegates also adopted new bylaws and a new program for the party, intended to increase the leftists' appeal to voters. But a radical reformer backed by Solidarity leader Lech Walesa split off to form another party free of old-style Communists.

"A formation which is a hybrid, a bag accommodating everything, will not do," said Tadeusz Fiszbach. "We will be unable to explain to society how we were transformed into social democrats out of Communists overnight. ... I am against artificial unity."

The 41-year-old Communist Party ruled Poland before losing parliamentary elections and ceding power to a Solidarity-led government in August. There were bitter debates at the congress between orthodox Communists reluctant to break completely with the past and progressives who feel a clean break is necessary to compete in Poland's new democratic politics.

Delegate Aleksander Kwasniewski said the new party should remain as unified as possible. "This does not mean unity at all costs. Two or three parties could emerge," but even they should cooperate, he said.

Outside the hall where the 1,600 delegates met Sunday, about 50 protesters chanted "Communists must go!" as police looked on. Late Saturday, more than 500 stone- and bottle-throwing demonstrators clashed with helmeted riot police for several hours.

Fiszbach, whose bid to lead a new party is backed by Walesa, heads a party faction of about 200 self-proclaimed "social democrats." Fiszbach refused to participate in the first session of the congress Saturday, but he came to the hall Sunday morning to urge delegates to create a new party that does not include any conservative Communists.
High child abuse rate found in Ind.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — While reports of child abuse and neglect in Indiana have increased 18-fold during the past 10 years, the state still is operating with the same number of child welfare workers it had in 1978.

According to children's advocates, the system is in a state of crisis.

"Caseworkers can't monitor all the children assigned to them. Most quit in frustration before completing a year on the job," said Dome Olson, president of the Marion County Welfare Resource Center.

"Foster parents caring for sexually abused or drug-addicted children get little or no support from overworked and inexperienced caseworkers. Many of them drop out of foster care.

"Natural parents who are innocent may lose their children until a caseworker has time to investigate allegations of abuse. Parents who have abused their children often don't get all the help they need to stop that behavior.

"Children who have been abused and neglected are hurt further by a system that shifts them from one foster home to another and caseworkers who don't have time to study the best alternatives.

Statistics show that 250 Hoosier children have died of abuse or neglect during the past decade, including 31 last year. Meanwhile, the National Child Welfare Resource Center reports that Indiana ranks last in the nation in salaries paid to child welfare workers.

"I think we know how to help kids and families. I guess it's a decision if whether or not we want to," said Edie Olson, president of the Marion County Child Abuse and Neglect Council.

A bill eligible for a final vote Monday in the Indiana Senate tries to address some of the problem. Senate Bill 238 would spend $18 million over the next two years to add 340 caseworkers to investigate and monitor cases of child abuse and neglect.

The measure sponsored by Sen. John Sinks, R-Fort Wayne, would limit caseloads to 12 for child protective caseworkers, who investigate reports of child abuse and neglect, and to 17 child welfare caseworkers, who monitor abused children in their own home.

Under current law, child welfare workers are supposed to carry no more than 55 cases at a time, although some are asked to monitor as many as 80 families at once.

"Child abuse is running rampant," Sinks said. "The increase has been horrendous. Our turnover of caseworkers has been at around 90 percent. You say 'Why?' The caseload — they just cannot handle it."

While few would disagree that caseworkers are overworked, the solution may rest this year on what Indiana can afford.

Last week Sinks said he was worried the measure, if it passes the Senate, would not survive the House Ways and Means Committee with its $18 million price tag intact.

That's because Gov. Evan Bayh has proposed spending an additional $2 million for child welfare this year. While that may not be enough to solve the crisis, Bayh aides say anything more might lead to a tax increase.

"Our position is clear," Bayh press secretary Fred Nation said. "We support the supplemental budget in the House, which includes $2 million to head a very serious problem in child welfare. We just can't afford, more than that right now."

Jan Lindemann, a legislative advocate for the Indiana Coalition for Human Services, says she doesn't think the system can wait another year.

"It can wait if you don't care that you're jeopardizing children's lives," she said. "If that should happen this year, I think the governor would be in a very precarious position."

Clarification

The inside column on Jan. 26, was not clear in its reference to the University requirement of 12 credit hours. The 40 three-credit course requirements pertains to the College of Arts and Letters only.
Experts say that air travel is safer due to improvements

WASHINGTON (AP) — Air disasters such as the Avianca Airlines crash on Long Island last week are becoming more survivable, in part because design and technical advances have made jet travel safer, many air safety experts say.

"The accident rate is improving. It's not more dangerous, it's getting safer," says S. Harry Robertson, director of the Crash Research Institute in Tempe, Ariz. "Airplanes are getting safer as the newer generations come along. The rate of improvement is very significant.”

Capt. Ed Arbon, who flew for 22 years with TWA and is now an official of the Flight Safety Foundation, agrees.

"Some of the recent improvements do make the modern aircraft more survivable,” Arbon says. "Eighty to 85 percent of recent crashes are survivable." says Druceilla Anderson, a spokeswoman for the National Transportation Safety Board. "A lot of safeguards have been built into the planes.”

Eighty-nine of the 161 passengers — more than half — survived the crash of Avianca Flight 52 into a hill on the north shore of Long Island.

Preliminary inquiries suggest the craft had either run out of fuel or had a very low supply when it crashed Thursday night on its way to John F. Kennedy International Airport. There was no fire when the 23-year-old Boeing 707 crashed.

But many of the experts say that the battle for air safety is far from over even though air travel on the whole has become increasingly safe and millions of passengers are transported each year without incident.

Under new rules issued by the Federal Aviation Administration and prompted by the investigation of air crashes, passenger seats are being strengthened and protected with fire-resistant materials. The allowable level of toxic smoke and fumes from burning aircraft materials also has been reduced, and exit doors have been made more reliable to avoid jamming.

The crash
continued from page 1

TRACON — who told investigators Sunday they never knew the plane was low on fuel.

One local controller learned about the fuel shortage, but only after the plane had to abort an attempted landing, he said. After that attempt the pilot twice told the local controllers he was running out of fuel, Dickinson said.

The latest information was discovered after investigators spoke to six local controllers who either handled the aircraft or were keeping track of it, he said.

"For whatever reasons, we don't know, the controllers at TRACON did not know that," said Dickinson, referring to the fuel shortage.

He said investigators on Monday will question at least four New York Center controllers to determine if the information was relayed.

Asked if there are rules requiring that fuel shortage information be passed along among controllers, he said, "There has to be a handoff or an agreement ... one would expect that information going to the center, that that information would be passed on.”

He said the controllers at TRACON and New York Center were speaking to each other by telephone when control was handed off.

Fuel receipts obtained by investigators indicate the aircraft had 8,000 pounds of fuel on board, more than enough for a normal flight from Medellin, Colombia, to New York. The flight originated in Bogota, Colombia, with a stop in Medellin.

The plane was delayed because of weather-related congestion three times en route — for 16 minutes over Norfolk, Va., for 27 minutes between Norfolk and New York, and for 46 minutes about 46 miles south of JFK.

The crash, in an affluent Long Island community, occurred as the plane circled back for a second landing attempt after an initial approach was aborted because it was too steep, the NTSB said.

Springs break

SPRING BREAK '90
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$499.
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from Chicago
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BOB AT 1-800-328-6028

CALL TODAY!!
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WHAT ARE THEY?

They are forms which give you the opportunity to give a former professor "thumbs-up" or "thumbs-down."

All data will be tabulated and results will be published in a booklet which will be available to Notre Dame students.

THIS CANNOT BE COMPLETED WITHOUT YOUR HELP!

We need a lot of feedback for data sufficiency.

Show you care about improving our academic growth.

Take a few minutes and fill it out.

REMEMBER:

Fill in the last four letters of the professor's name on the grid.

If you have any questions about anything (course name, number, section, etc.) call 239-7668 and we will look it up for you.

Place results in receptacles in the lobby of your dorm.
**NEW YORK (AP) —** The envi-
ro...
Michigan’s Bo practiced what he preached
By Kevin Smant

It was a warm, sunny late September afternoon in 1971. On that day the Bo Schembechler-coached Wolverines, led by stars such as Billy Taylor, Glenn Davis, and Thurman Green, routed the Navy Midshipmen, 46-0. It was also the first time Michigan had beaten Navy nine-year-old kid received his baptism in the Michigan tradition. He’s never forgotten it; that tradition stays with him still. I know. The football has maintained. And all of that comes back to Bo.

Bo Schembechler has always talked tough about college athletics. He demands that his players maintain their grades; he talked tough about college athletics; in an age of drug use, recruiting scandals, and widespread public disillusionment with college sports. Schembechler’s departure is a sad note. It does matter how you play the game; Bo played it fairly, and well.

Bo Schembechler’s final act showcased another of his virtues—loyalty. As his successor, he chose Gary Moeller, whose record as a head coach at Illinois was hardly sparkling, but who Bo always insisted put a raw deal. Moeller was always loyal to Bo and to Michigan. Schembechler could have looked somewhere else for a head coach (who wouldn’t have wanted the Michigan job?), but he stuck with a man he trusted. That’s a quality to be admired.

Kevin Smant is a graduate student in history.

What are you thinking?
We’d like to know.
Send us your Viewpoint
And read it every day in The Observer.

Stewart E. White

QUOTE OF THE DAY
‘Do not attempt to do a thing unless you are sure of yourself; but do not relinquish it simply because someone else is not sure of you.’
Abortion dialogue missing crucial viewpoint

By Greg Jeffrey

With each anniversary of Roe vs. Wade comes a debate that renews itself, casting most of us into opposing camps. There is, however, one viewpoint I wish to share that I believe is crucial to the debate of young American males.

The sexual act of men who have had abortions reaches into the millions, men who sin the universal sin of personal relationship with a woman of one's choosing. And the aftereffects of abortion, whether they were ever responsible for a woman in such a predicament. It's a sim­

ilarly matter of statistics and odds. With abortion so common, many young American men will begin relationships and fall in love with women who had abortions in their past. They will need to understand and accept their partner's ex­

perience. That is no easy task.

It is with this background in mind that I choose to speak.

Born in 1960, I was 13 at the time of the Roe vs. Wade deci­

sion. I have extensive quan­tities of sexual activity and mastur­

bation. I suspect it is neither physically nor psychologically a simple af­

fection.

When pro-choice women argue that men can never know what the women who have undergone the procedure, I now sus­

pect it is neither physically nor psychologically a simple af­
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Riding Tough: 'The Young Riders' offers a mix of the Old West with fresh faces

When the popular cast of "Young Guns" came together for the film, people flocked to theaters to see these modern stars in a western. Now another group of young men have come together in a TV version of the film. They are "The Young Riders."

ABC takes viewers back to the Old West on Thursdays at 9 p.m. "The Young Riders" presents a cast of 1860 Pony Express riders. Each week presents a new situation for the band to lasso and tame.

Ty Miller stars as Billy the Kid, the leader of the band. Jimmy Hickok (Josh Brolin) and Buck Cross (Gregg Ballow) help the kids with the doings of the Pony Express. Travis Fine stars as a mute cowboy named Ike McSwain.

In one episode, Jimmy and Emma travel to a fort under the command of General Custer's home movies. The Kid arrives with the runaway slave, down the Mississippi River at the center of the audience's view. The musical charts the journey of Huck Finn and Jim, the runaway slave, down the mighty Mississippi River. The production will feature the same scenic design from the Broadway version, as well as 17 of the original songs.

Huckleberry Finn comes to O'Laughlin Auditorium Monday night in Big River, a musical that won seven Tony awards including Best Musical of 1985. The musical charts the journey of Huckleberry Finn and Jim, the runaway slave, down the mighty Mississippi River. The production will feature the same scenic design from the Broadway version, as well as 17 of the original songs.

The musical will be performed by a national touring company and features songs by Roger Miller. The score travels through a number of native American musical forms, including country, folk, and gospel. The lyrics touch on everything from pigs to anti-slavery. The sets are simply conceived and do not overwhelm the production. The set is made to flow naturally with the songs, characters and mood of the play while keeping the river at the center of the audience's view.

The one and only performance of "Big River" is tonight at 7:30 p.m. Tickets can be purchased at the Saint Mary's box office or through Tracks Record Store. Tickets are $15.50 and $18.50.

Attention Campus Musicians!

The Accent staff would like to do a future ETC on Notre Dame campus bands, but we need to know who these bands are. Any band that is interested should leave a note in the Accent mailbox in the Observer office on the third floor of LaFortune. The note should include the name of the band and the names of the members. The deadline is Friday, February 2. Remember, this is the perfect opportunity for some free publicity!
After 17 minutes, eleven, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth, score, and rebound. Wyble shot just 1-of-6 from the field in the first half and finished with 10 points, less than half his average. Jake Morton led Miami with 16 points. Matt Kalinowski and Scott Paddock went to the foul line often and, like Kevin Ellery, provided most of the first-half defense on Wyble.

"Wyble liked to turn on his right shoulder," said Sweet. "We tried to muscle him and make him turn to his left." Ellery also turned in a stellar effort on the other end of the floor. The junior from Springfield, Ky., shut 5-of-6 from the field and 5-of-6 from the line to score 17 points.
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Ivan Lendl claimed his second straight Australian Open title over the weekend when opponent Stefan Edberg pulled out of the third set with a stomach muscle injury.

Tiebreaker, Lendl won the next six, including one on a double-fault by Edberg. Lendl won the set with a backhand passing shot that whizzed down the line.

Edberg double-faulted on the last two points to suffer a break in the opening game of the third set. He fought back three break points in the third game to hold after five deuces. But the injury was clearly slowing him and draining him of energy.

Lendl played well but not as crisply as he did earlier in the tournament and might not have beaten a healthier Edberg.

Lendl, who started a fade among the other players and fans when he wore a French Foreign Legion-style hat for sun protection in his previous matches here, came out haggard this time on a cool, overcast day.

Edberg, one of the quieter players on the tour, had one of the more hoistless cheering sections as shirtless Swedish men had their country's flag painted on their faces and often chanted his name between points.

Many of the dozens of Swedish fans had their country's flag painted on their faces and often chanted his name between points.

Edberg won the Australian on grass in 1985 and 1987. Lendl, between points.

Stefan Edberg pulled out of the third set with a back injury last year and might not have outlasted Wake Forest 71-70 in overtime, Duke nipped Georgia Tech 88-86 and Minnesota ripped Indiana 108-89.

Edberg retired in mid-match in Grand Slam history. H. Roper died in mid-match in a难忘的比赛。
Saint Mary's hoops ends slump

By CHRIS BACON
Sports Writer

Upping its season record to 7-6, the Saint Mary's basketball team defeated Franklin College 62-56 on Saturday.

The Belles got off to a strong start, leading 18-6 early in the first half, but the Belles began to lose control midway through the second half. That margin proved to be the Belles' biggest lead of the game.

Franklin battled back and cut the Saint Mary's lead to only four points. Saint Mary's took a 35-31 lead into halftime. The game was close throughout the second half, but the Belles began to take charge in the last few minutes of the game.

Swim

continued from page 20

"It was also encouraging to see our times in both long and short distances," said Welsh.

Williams again took two events, the 200 individual medley and the 200 freestyle (1:45.54) and Dave Restovich tallied seven points.

Restovich tallied seven points. Senior forward Amy Baranko follow ed with 12 assists. Senior forward Amy Baranko followed with 12 points. Sophomore forward Janet Libbing had eight points and nine rebounds, while sophomore forward Catherine Hestovich tallied seven points.

"We finished the week in good shape. We're starting to show signs that we're getting back to where we were before the break," said Belles coach Marvin Wood.

In earlier action, the Belles defeated Indiana Institute of Technology on Thursday 77-68.

The Belles shot 44 percent from the field and 50 percent from the line. The Belles scored 16 points, with one three-point goal and five assists. Senior forward Amy Baranko followed with 12 points.

"It was a battle. Both teams fought evenly the first 32 minutes. But we pulled ahead the last eight minutes for the victory," said Wood.


Since their loss to Ball State on Jan. 13, both the men's and women's teams have won five dual meets in a row. With the end of the deal meet season fast approaching, the teams look to be well prepared for the MCC Championships that will be held at Notre Dame on Feb. 8-10.

Technolgy on Thursday 77-68. That broke a four-game losing streak for Saint Mary's. Against Indiana Institute of Technology, it was the defense that kept the Belles in the game during the first half. At halftime, Saint Mary's trailed 32-31.

"Our defense did a good job for us. We didn't let them do the things that they wanted to do," Wood said.

The game remained close until the last eight minutes of play. Radke hit two three-point shots, and the Belles went up by six. Saint Mary's never trailed again.

It was a battle. Both teams fought evenly the first 32 minutes. But we pulled ahead the last eight minutes for the victory," said Wood.
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Since their loss to Ball State on Jan. 13, both the men's and women's teams have won five dual meets in a row. With the end of the deal meet season fast approaching, the teams look to be well prepared for the MCC Championships that will be held at Notre Dame on Feb. 8-10.
Army sends Irish into boot camp

By KEN TYSIAC
Sports Writer

"Army marched into the Joyce ACC, and gave coach Ric Schafer's Notre Dame hockey squad a lesson in good, old-fashioned military discipline in a two-game weekend sweep of the Irish.

The Cadets took advantage of Notre Dame's lackadaisical second period performance on Friday night to win by a 7-4 score, and came right back on Saturday to shut down the Irish 5-2.

"Army is a better hockey team than we are," said Notre Dame coach Ric Schafer. "We got beaten by a little bit better team this weekend. They are strongly fast, and make a lot of nice passes."

On Friday's turning point in the game came early in the second period, when Army's Phil Esposito sent the penalty box for slashing. The Irish had played fairly well up to that point, but still were on the wrong end of a 1-0 score. A power-play goal could have put them back into the game.

Instead, both Notre Dame defensemen got caught deep in their own zone. Cadets forward Al Brenner picked up the puck inside his own blue line and broke in alone on Irish goalie Lance MADSON for a shorthanded goal which demoralized Schafer's team.

The Irish did manage to make a comeback. After Scott TARDIF scored to give Army a 1-1 lead, sophomore Dave Banksoske scored on a power-play with 13 seconds left in the second period to cut the deficit back to one goal.

The Cadets continued to chip away at the Cadet lead, as freshman Curtis Janicke scored on a power-play from Kevin Markovitz at 3:54 of the third period. Just 28 seconds later, Pat Arndt skated down the left side and snatched a slap-shot past Cadet goalie Brooks Chretien for a two-on-one break to bring the Irish within a goal.

They would get no closer. Mike Gengler scored from Tony Tamburino at the 7:28 mark for Army, and the Cadets coasted the rest of the way.

Said Schafer, "We made a good comeback attempt, but unfortunately too many players had their worst game of the season for us. I was disappointed that we had so many selfish, avoidable penalties.

"The shorthanded goal really hurt. That was a very bad power play. All five of our guys attacked their goal, and they ended up with a two-on-zero break the other way. Let me say this—mistakes were made."

Saturday's game was dominated by defense. Army scored the only goal of the first period when Todd Traczyk stole the puck from Janicke when the Cadets were on a man-advantage and slid a pass to Chris Kindgren, who tipped the puck past MAdson for yet another shorthanded goal.

Banksoske's team-high 21st goal evens up the score while Tamburino was in the penalty box for slashing in the second period. Irish captain Tim Kuehl dug the puck out in the corner and worked the puck to Banksoske behind the goal. Banksoske wheeled in front of the net and ripped a backhand that bounced awkwardly off Chretien's pad and into the net.

The score remained 1-1 until the third period, when Al Brenner set off a string of three unanswered Army goals by picking up the puck at the side of the Irish net and poking a shot past MAdson. The Irish didn't score again until there was only 3:57 left in the game and Janicke rifled a rocket past Chretien from the point.

That cut the Army lead to 4-2. Schafer replaced his goalie with an extra skater with 2:40 left in the game, but we had nothing to lose.

"We had a solid effort tonight," Schafer continued, "It wasn't lackadaisical play on our part (that caused the loss), we just got beaten by a better hockey team. You won't see another Army team like this for a long time. It's a cyclical thing there. They have a lot of upperclassmen who play well, and number 12 (Rich Sheridan) is one of the best players I've seen."

The loss dropped the Irish to 7-4-1 on the season. They will host Air Force next weekend at the Joyce ACC. Games will begin at 7:30 on Friday and Saturday nights.
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DePaul remains nemesis for ND women's basketball team

By CHRIS COONEY
Sports Writer

During two separate scoring runs in the Notre Dame women's basketball game with DePaul Saturday, the Irish appeared to be on the verge of overcoming countless obstacles to upset the Blue Demons. Unfortunately for the Irish, these efforts proved futile and Notre Dame lost to their archrivals for the fifth straight time, 71-64. For the 11-6 Irish, the game was a constant battle. DePaul took the Notre Dame squad out of its game early on by combining excellent shooting with an aggressive defense. Their dis-ruptive style caused the Irish to rush their shots and commit sloppy turnovers. "They took us out of our game," commented a disappointed Coachig Washington. "We were trying too hard." "We were never in the flow of our offense," added captain Lisa Kuhns. "It was add lib the whole time." Notre Dame seemed confused from the beginning of the game, failing to convert routine field goals while allowing the 8-6 Blue Demons to intercept misguided passes and jump to a 22-8 lead.

Irish head coach Muffet McGraw summed up the analyses of Washington and Kuhns.

"I think we played without confidence from the beginning," McGraw said. "We missed easy shots and took ourselves out of the game mentally." McGraw added that she felt Notre Dame failed to slow the speedy Blue Demons and instead played at a frantic pace. In addition, the Irish shot a miserable 29% in the first half and finished at 38%, well below their season average of 48.6%. Despite this low percentage, each time DePaul appeared to be pulling away, Notre Dame struggled back and kept the game within reach. When the Blue Demons amassed their 22-8 lead, Irish point guard Karen Robinson took the situation into her own hands and sparked the first of two Notre Dame comebacks. Robinson, who led Irish scoring with 18 points, hit three free throws, brushed by all defenders as she drove in for a layup and nailed a 14-foot jumper. Three plays combined with baskets from Kuhns and Davis to bring the Irish within four as DePaul led 24-20.

The Blue Demons held off the Notre Dame surge until halftime, taking a 30-25 lead into the locker room. When the Irish returned to the floor for the second half, however, Sara Liebsher and Washington assured DePaul that this drive was for real.

Liebsher began the second-half scoring with a 15-foot jumper. Then Washington immediately stole the ball back from the Blue Demons and drove to the hoop to make it 30-29, as close as the Irish would get all day.

"I thought we had them," said Liebsher, who finished with fifteen points and a team leading nine rebounds. "But with the Irish closing in, DePaul's Beth Hasenmiller and company let Notre Dame know they would not go down easily.

Hasenmiller led the Blue Demons with 20 points while pulling down nine off the boards. With help from Veronica Ross, Gail Ash and Kris Maskala, who all ended the contest scoring in double figures, Hasenmiller dominated the next fifteen minutes of the game, putting DePaul up 56-44 with less than four minutes remaining in the game, putting DePaul up 56-44 with less than four minutes remaining in the second half, however, Sara Liebsher and Washington assured DePaul that this drive was for real.
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Roger Craig (33) and the San Francisco 49ers high-stepped their way past the Denver Broncos 55-10 Sunday in Super Bowl XXIV. The Niners were the first team to repeat in the Super Bowl since the Pittsburgh Steelers in 1979-80.

49ers continued from page 20

1-yard TD run. In fact, just about everything that happened had some historical significance.

Rice's three touchdown catches set a Super Bowl record and gave him four over two years ago. Rice's three touchdowns also tied — who else? — teammate Craig, who had three.

The 55 points scored by San Francisco were the most ever in a Super Bowl. The Chicago Bears set the previous record with their 46-10 victory over New England in Super Bowl XX, also in New Orleans.

"This is the best team in the history of football," 49ers offensive tackle Bob Ba was told by his team in the locker room after Sunday's victory. "It's just one of those things that happens, and when it does, you have to be ready for it."

Joe Montana, who set five career and two game records in Sunday's game, was named the Most Valuable Player of the Super Bowl for a record third time. Bati Scott and Terry Bradshaw have been MVP twice each.

"Joe's the best," said 49ers receiver Jerry Rice, who caught three of Montana's record five touchdown passes.

Montana's first completion — to Craig on the fifth play of the game — was his 62nd in Super Bowl competition. He and Dallas' Roger Staubach had been tied for the lead with 61.

Montana's sixth pass attempt of the game was his 99th in the Super Bowl, breaking another of Staubach's records.

Montana's 7-yard touchdown pass to Brent Jones late in the first quarter gave him 934 career Super Bowl passing yards. That surpassed the previous record of 932 by Pittsburgh's Terry Bradshaw.

Montana's 28-yard touchdown pass to Jerry Rice early in the third quarter was the San Francisco quarterback's 10th Super Bowl career touchdown pass, surpassing another of Bradshaw's records.

Montana's touchdown pass to John Taylor in the third quarter gave him five TD passes in the game, one more than Bradshaw had in Pittsburgh's 35-31 Super Bowl victory over Dallas in 1979. Thirteen consecutive completions by Montana set another Super Bowl record, topping the 12 straight by Phil Simms of the New York Giants against Denver in 1987.

Denver's first team that scored passed 16 of the previous 23 Super Bowls. Make that 17 of 24.

Roger Craig got his 17th career Super Bowl reception late in the first quarter, breaking a record he previously shared with Pittsburgh's Lynn Swann.

The first team that scored had won 16 of the previous 22 Super Bowls. Make that 17 of 24.

Notes, quotes and info from Super Bowl XXIV

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — History, as well as the Denver Broncos, took a beating in Sunday's 55-10 Super Bowl victory by the San Francisco 49ers.

San Francisco became just the second NFL team to win four Super Bowls. The Pittsburgh Steelers were the first.

"If you want to go for another, that's fine with me," 49ers owner Ed DeBartolo told his team in the locker room after Sunday's victory.

The 55 points scored by San Francisco were the most ever in a Super Bowl. The Chicago Bears set the previous record with their 46-10 victory over New England in Super Bowl XX, also in New Orleans.

"This is the best team in the history of football," 49ers offensive tackle Bob Ba was told by his team in the locker room after Sunday's victory. "It's just one of those things that happens, and when it does, you have to be ready for it."

Joe Montana, who set five career and two game records in Sunday's game, was named the Most Valuable Player of the Super Bowl for a record third time. Bati Scott and Terry Bradshaw have been MVP twice each.

"Joe's the best," said 49ers receiver Jerry Rice, who caught three of Montana's record five touchdown passes.

Montana's first completion — to Craig on the fifth play of the game — was his 62nd in Super Bowl competition. He and Dallas' Roger Staubach had been tied for the lead with 61.

Montana's sixth pass attempt of the game was his 99th in the Super Bowl, breaking another of Staubach's records.

Montana's 7-yard touchdown pass to Brent Jones late in the first quarter gave him 934 career Super Bowl passing yards. That surpassed the previous record of 932 by Pittsburgh's Terry Bradshaw.

Montana's 28-yard touchdown pass to Jerry Rice early in the third quarter was the San Francisco quarterback's 10th Super Bowl career touchdown pass, surpassing another of Bradshaw's records.

Montana's touchdown pass to John Taylor in the third quarter gave him five TD passes in the game, one more than Bradshaw had in Pittsburgh's 35-31 Super Bowl victory over Dallas in 1979. Thirteen consecutive completions by Montana set another Super Bowl record, topping the 12 straight by Phil Simms of the New York Giants against Denver in 1987.

Denver's first team that scored passed 16 of the previous 23 Super Bowls. Make that 17 of 24.

Roger Craig got his 17th career Super Bowl reception late in the first quarter, breaking a record he previously shared with Pittsburgh's Lynn Swann.

The first team that scored had won 16 of the previous 22 Super Bowls. Make that 17 of 24.

Roger Craig (33) and the San Francisco 49ers high-stepped their way past the Denver Broncos 55-10 Sunday in Super Bowl XXIV. The Niners were the first team to repeat in the Super Bowl since the Pittsburgh Steelers in 1979-80.

49ers continued from page 20

1-yard TD run. In fact, just about everything that happened had some historical significance.

Rice's three touchdown catches set a Super Bowl record and gave him four overall, tying Franco Harris of those great Steeler teams for career touchdown catches in a Super Bowl. Rice's three touchdowns also tied — who else? — teammate Craig, who had three in the 1985 game.

But some of that was new for Denver, which two years ago lost to Washington in a game in which the Redskins set a record for setting records. This year, Denver approached that — the 24-point halftime margin was the second largest only to the 35-10 margin by which the Broncos trounced Washington two years ago.

Not that it wasn't expected, although San Francisco's win was the first since 1973 over Denver in a game that counted. The Broncos were the only team the 49ers didn't beat in the 1980s.

The Broncos entered the game knowing they couldn't miss tackles or drop passes, but that's exactly what they did, giving San Francisco the opportunities that no one can give the 49ers.

And it wasn't all offense.

The San Francisco defense, particularly the secondary, totally shackled Elway.

Elway had time to throw but...
While Farmer Brown was away, the cows got into the kitchen and were having the time of their lives — until Betsy's unwitting discovery.

"I'm going off half-cocked? I'm going off half-cocked? . . . Well, Mother was right — you can't argue with a shotgun."
I Irish strike early and often, blow out Hurricanes 107-60

By STEVE MEGARGEE

When Miami basketball coach Bill Foster entered the interview room after Saturday's game at Notre Dame, he simply said "Holy mackerel," and wrote the numbers "20" and "67" on a chalkboard.

He couldn't have summed it up any better.

With the Irish shooting 66 percent in the first half, while the Hurricanes were connecting on just 7-of-35 attempts (20 percent) from the field, Notre Dame rolled over all Miami 126-73 over a Miami team that had beaten anybody by that margin was during the 1985-86 season.

"We kind of blew the first half of the game, when the Irish did not win the margin was during the 1985-86 season," said Notre Dame coach Digger Phelps. "We were so far against the wall, we had 10 points and six assists in Notre Dame's 26 for 108 yards.

Saturday's annihilation at the hands of just that. Following running game going and we were very aggressive," said the Irish guard LaPhonso Ellis, who had 10 points and six assists in Notre Dame's 108-60 win.

The Notre Dame wrestling team managed to do and what we have to do," Irish head coach Joe Fredrick said of the Irish match winners at Notre Dame.

"That was the lowest this team's ever been," Irish guard and co-captain Joe Fredrick said of the LSU game, the worst Notre Dame loss in eight years. "We neither could have thrown in the towel or started pulling together. Our backs were so far against the wall, you knew we'd pull together," Mr. Ellis said.

In Saturday's contest, the Hurricanes as well as travelled home with just 30 total points, an Irish record in dual matches, next season.

"Our defensive pressure was very good, we did the right thing with six points, to get the running game going and we were able to score," said Irish coach Digger Phelps. "We needed to get home and get our composure back."

Notre Dame appears to have Notre Dame's emergence as a powerhouse.
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